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Matunkha Centre
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND OTHER WORDS
AIDS
ART
CBCC
CBO
CC
CDSS
DACC
DEC
DSWO
ESCOM
ECD
PHBC
HIV
Likuni Phala
MANASO
MANEB
MDT
Moringa
MOU
MSCE
NAC
NOVOC
OVC
PACAM
PGVH
PLWHA
PSS
PSLCE
SSF
STI

2018

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Anti-retroviral therapy
Community Based Child Care (Centre)
Community Based Organization
Children’s Corner
Community Day Secondary School
District AIDS Coordinating Committee
District Executive Committee
District Social Welfare Office
Electricity Supply Cooperation Of Malawi
Early Childhood Development
Palliatieve Home Based Care
Human Immuno-deficiency Virus
Nutricious porridge, consisting of maize, soya, peanuts
Malawi Network of AIDS Services Organizations
Malawi National Examinations Board.
Matunkha Development Trust
Tree with extremely healthy leaves. Powder of the dried leaves are used as food
supplement
Memorandum Of Understanding
Malawi School Certificate of Examination.
National AIDS Commission
Network of Organizations working with OVC in Malawi
Orphans and other vulnerable children
Palliative Care Association of Malawi.
Principal Group Village Headman
People Living With HIV/AIDS
Psycho Social Support
Primary School Leaving Certificate Examinations
Secondary Scholarship Fund
Sexually Transmitted Infection
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Matunkha Centre
GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD CHAIRMAN
ABOUT THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The Board of Trustees constitute the legal entity of the organisation with powers conferred under the Trustees
Incorporation Act of the Laws of Malawi as well as under the Malawi NGO Law. It was establishment in 1998, and
in 2011 the Trust changed its name from Future Vision Ministries (FVM) to Matunkha Development Trust (MDT).
The Board comprises members from different professional background such as the business sector,
organisations, finances, engineering and Human Resources Management. The Paramount Chief Chikulamayembe
and PGVH Kayiwale also serve on the Board.
In 2017, there were 7 Board members, with PGVH Kayiwale as Board Chairperson.

OUR MISSION

Matunkha Centre is non profit Christian local NGO that builds the capacities of communities in Rumphi and
Mzimba by facilitating transformational development programs. Matunkha promotes transparency,
accountability, commitment, integrity and empowerment in all its undertakings
With regards from the Warm Heart of Africa,
P. Kayiwale Chirambo (PGVH)
Board of Trustees Chairman
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Matunkha Centre
INTRODUCTION
Since 1995, FVM-Matunkha Centre is working in the areas of Rumphi-West and Mzimba North. The total
population is estimated at 25.000-30.000 people. The area was chosen because of the distance to the Centre, the
absence of other service providers in general and in Mzimba North in particular. The mountain range just south
of the Rukuru River has always been a great obstacle for easy accessibility to/from the Mzimba Boma for the
communities living in that area.
As a response to Matunkha’s advocating for an integrated community based approach addressing the needs
arisen by the HIV epidemic, a total of 18 CBO’s are now operational as service providers, registered with the
District Social Welfare Office.
The general message of the larger donor- and aid-agencies is that the complexity of issues such as rural poverty,
UF-mortality and (under)-development demands a targeted and convincing well-programmed specialist-job
rather than an unprofessional and superficial ‘I-fix-it-all’ approach. This is well understood, appreciated and
supported by Matunkha Development Trust
A relatively unknown problem however is that it appears to be very difficult for the recipients at grassroots level
of such targeted aid to incorporate the many different specialist views and make them an integral part of their
effort to overcome the (many) day to day problems. Likewise paradoxically many relevant development issues
appear not (yet) to be relevant at grass roots level.
Matunkha Centre and the CBO’s in the area want to be trust-worthy partners to the communities; both are
already in such a desired position of trust and must become more able and equipped to translate the specialist
views in a constructive and coherent way, in order to build both: capacity and social capital.
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Matunkha Centre
ORGANISATIONAL CHART
The Matunkha Centre operated according to this organisational chart:
ORGANISATIONAL CHART MATUNKHE CENTRE 2017
Stichting Matunkha

Matunkha DT Board of Trustees

Matunkha Centre Director

Advisor

COMMUNITY DEVELOP MENT PROGRAMS

Community Health

Early Childhood
Development

Agricultural & Animal
Programs

Education

Tenant Facilities

Palliative Home Based
Care

OVC

Community Animal
Health

Tenthere Primary
School

Administration

Electricity & Plumbing

HIV Prevention &
Testing

Community Welfare

Female Education

ICT

Carpentry & Bricklaying

Schoolhealth

Matunkha CBCC

Secondary Scholarship
Fund

Landscaping

Moringa Garden

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

FINANCE MGMT

Vocation Training
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Matunkha Centre
FROM THE DESK OF THE COMMUNITY PROGRAMS MANAGER
Orphans and other Vulnerable Children (OVC) constitute one of
the biggest social challenges that confront Malawi as a nation.
The problem has exacerbated due to the prevalence of
HIV/AIDS, presently at 14.4%. The increasing number of OVC’s,
lack of support for the elderly and the on-going spread of
HIV/AIDS are closely inter-twined problems. Since 1995
Matunkha Centre is working in the areas of Rumphi-West and
Mzimba North. The total surface is approximately. 400 sq. km,
with a total population is estimated at 25.000 - 30.000 people.
Our catchment area within this is approximately 100 sq. km.
As a response to Matunkha advocating for an integrated
community based approach addressing the needs arisen by the
HIV epidemic, a total of 18 CBO’s (Community Based
Organisations) are now operational as service providers.
Matunkha Centre and the CBO’s in the area want to be trustworthy partners to the communities; both are already in such a
desired position of trust and must become more able and equipped to translate the specialist views in a
constructive and coherent way, in order to build both: capacity and social capital.
As Matunkha Centre is a large organization with all its activities in several departments, in this report we have
tried to summarize briefly about activities, successes and challenges. In case you require more detailed
information on a specific department, section or activity, we can provide you more information through the email as stated on the first page.
Thank you,
Goodson Wanangwa Chavula
Community Programs Manager
Matunkha Development Trust
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Matunkha Centre
COMMUNITY DEPARTMENT
The Community department is the largest core department of the Matunkha Centre. It facilitates, coordinates
and empowers Community Based Organisations (CBO's) that are affiliated to Matunkha Centre. This is
undertaken through a number of programs as discussed below.

OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT
The departments overall goal is to strengthen the capacity of the Matunkha Centre and 10 CBOs in Rumphi-West
and 8 CBOs in Mzimba-North and scaling up their delivery of HIV prevention-programs among (3600+) Youth and
comprehensive care / support programs for the (500+) PLHIV and (300+) other chronic illness and the (2200+)
OVC.

COMMUNITY HEALTH
Under Community Health we have the following activities:

o
o
o
o

Palliative Home Based Care,
HIV Prevention & Testing,
Schoolhealth
Moringa Garden

In the following paragraphs with detailed information, Schoolhealth is summarised under Palliative Home Based
Care.

2018
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Matunkha Centre
PALLIATIVE HOME BASED CARE (& SCHOOLHEALTH)
A clinic is established at Matunkha Centre to serve People Living With HIV and AIDS (PLWHA) and other
chronically diseases. The clinic is also being used as an ART outreach where clients collect ARTs with assistance of
District. Matunkha has 1 qualified Community Nurse assisting the clients at the centre and in CBO’s, serving
chronically patients under PHBC. Apart from HIV related diseases the nurse also assists people with other health
problems like Blood Pressure and Sickle cell Anaemia. Furthermore the nurse conducts school health program in
some schools in our catchment area, where more learners, especially in infant classes, are screened for various
health complications. The program serves many children, as the identified cases are referred to the District
hospital. MDT follows a demand driven approach, whereby the home visits are initiated by the volunteers.
Activity
Results
Description
Number of new patients
Number of old patients
Home Visits
Referrals to Rumphi Distr. Hosp.
Patient visiting clinic
School health
Disabled Children

149
637
310
285
346
443
102
5
(6 new children)

Number of CBO’s & volunteers
Volunteers Trained
Moringa [kg] – patients
Likuni Phala [kg] – patients
ART Services
First Aid Trainings

Success
Challenge

2018

160
71.68 - 285
1,100 - 111
344
17

With chronically diseases
With chronically diseases
Home visits initiated by CBO-volunteers
For further analysis and/or treatment
Focussing on standard 1
referrals to Rumphi Distr. Hosp.
Informational days for parents to learn
and children to play. Together with PODCAM, MAP, MANAD
For them to be able to recognize illnesses
and diseases
Patient receives 100 gram per visit, if necessary
Patient receives 10 kg per visit, if necessary
Clients coming to Matunkha for ART
Primary Schools

A Malawian Nurse employed
5 CBO’s were not (very) active
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Matunkha Centre
HIV PREVENTION & TESTING
Under clinic services MDT has 2 HIV Counsellors doing prevention programs.
Among these are PMTCT programs (Prevention from Mother To Child Transmission), where they conduct
meetings with expectant mothers and their spouses encouraging them to go for antenatal clinic at earlier stage
and to nurses instructions in order to bear a child who is free from HIV. Apart from prevention messages,
expectant mothers with their spouses are taught the essential food groups for their good health and the
expected child.
The prevention staff also works with some youth who are HIV positive, who formed a teen club. These youth are
taught health practices and are advised to follow the right ART dosage and they should not default from taking
the drugs. The PMTC program was designed for better link or transition of children found positive so that they
have their platform discussing issues of their concerns.
As a tool for prevention, HIV Testing Services are not abandoned, but Matunkha conducts this service as both
static and mobile. Following the schedule the prevention staff conducts these services at Matunkha and in
various CBOs where young people and adults access the services.
The MDT in this year has managed to sensitise the youth on the establishment of Youth clubs and managed to
establish 19 youth clubs in all CBOs affiliated to Matunkha Development Trust (MDT). The Youth clubs act as plat
forms where youths are sharing HIV and AIDS, Sexual Transmitted Infections (STI), drugs and substance abuse
prevention messages. They also sensitise their peers to go for HIV Testing Services which MDT provides in their
areas through mobile HTS and they can also access this service at Matunkha as static HTS centre. The program is
also strengthened through Peer Education Training where 30 youths (13 boys and 17 girls) were trained as Peer
Educators so that they can reach many people in their CBOs with prevention messages on HIV, alcohol and drug
abuse and early pregnancies.

Activity

Results

People tested / Positive
Youth Clubs
Peer Education Training
Youths reached
Teen Club
Sex workers

Successes
Challenges

2018

32
19
30
3,203
24 members

Description
Tested in our catchment area 2 hotspot
10 Youth Community Members / CBO
Peer Educators trained
By Peer Educators with HIV Prevention
messages
1 Teenclub

Defaulters restart taking ART’s after follow-ups
Positive clients linked to Rumphi District Hospital for ART
People are able to go for testing
Poor coordination with other volunteers
Difficult to follow-up PMTCT mothers of tenants as they move from one farm to another
Some clients register false names, which makes it difficult to follow them
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Matunkha Centre
MORINGA GARDEN
Matunkha Centre started December 2015 with a small Moringa orchard.
Moringa is a tree with leaves with a high degree in all kinds of vitamins, anti-oxidants, etc. The trees proved to do
very well in 2016, so during 2017 the orchard was expanded to over 1,000 trees. Supported by a Crowd Funding
Action in Holland, the orchard was improved with an irrigations system and the old fishpond was renovated to be
a water reservoir for the irrigation system. Also a drying box was build and after the harvest grew even more, a
second drying box was added.
The powder is handed to the nurse to give to her clients as a healthy supplement to the daily meals, to improve
health and recovery from illnesses and diseases.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Success
Challenge

2018

Production (grams)
12,880
15,040
9,017
15,800
--3,720
10,560
6,280
----

Increased production compared to the previous years
Irrigation in the dry season because of the long period we did not have any water (from August up to
December)
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Matunkha Centre
ORPHANS & VULNERABLE CHILDREN
Children’s Corner
The Children’s Corner Program enables children interact and associate with their friends and it also act as a
platform for children facing various child types of abuse to air out their concerns to the children’s corner
volunteers, who are considered to be the most direct care takers. Spiritual guide, counselling on the identified
issues and games are also performed during this activity. Most children enjoy playing the games, as a result
psychological problems are solved especially for those children who just lost their parents or primary caregivers,
to take them through grieving process.
The activities are taking place once or twice a month in schools targeting children of six years and above. Each
centre has 3 care giver who are supported by the class teacher of the targeted class, which goes in turns.
Six centres were very active throughout the year while seven were on and off.

Community Welfare
The OVC/ Community Welfare Program was introduced to assist the most vulnerable groups such as: elderly,
chronically patients, Vulnerable children and destitute within MDT catchment area.
Support provided are: maize, black plastic sheets, bundles of grass (for thatching houses), blankets, mats clothes,
school uniform and learning materials.

Schoolfeeding & farm inputs
8 Schools were provided with farm inputs so they could grow their own food for School Feeding Program. Almost
all school under feeding program harvested their maize and soya. According to the supervisions and evaluation
meeting made with the school. Soya did not do well because of drought which followed soon after planting.

Early Childhood Development
Matunkha Development Trust implements Early Childhood Development (ECD) activities through Community
Based Child Care Centres (CBCC). The activity aims at providing psychosocial support to children of 3 to 6 years. It
also act as a foundation for holistic growth of the children as most pre-school activities are taking place in these
centres, which assist in physical, spiritual, cognitive, social and emotional development of the children
MDT works with 19 CBCC’s, but 12 are active. There are 110 caregivers (6 men & 104 women). 56 Are trained
while 54 are untrained. MDT supports these centres with technical support to the caregivers and strengthening
CBCC committees through monitoring visits by the OVC Officer, additional playing materials, plates, cooking
pots, mats when need arises, 100 Kg Likuni Phala (nutritious porridge) per month especially in difficult months
that’s October to June while in other months communities contributes. It also supports in CBCC block
construction. MDT provides Farm inputs for CBCC gardens (on request) as part of sustainability plan where 3
CBCCs benefited this year.

2018
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Matunkha Centre
Activity

Results

Children’s Corner
Community Support
CBCC Centres
Nthizi School block
School uniform & -materials
Farm inputs for School
Feeding
Luparamizi CBCC

Successes
Challenges

2018

Description

604 (3 centers)
91
10 (752 children)
Assisted in construction
24
7 CBCC

Learners attended Children’s Corer
Benificiaries
23 CBCC’s in total, but 13 inactive
The block serves 56 children

Assisted in construction

Will accommodate 36 children

35 kg’s of maize seeds

We assisted in construction of Nthizi schoolblock and Luparamizi CBCC
7 CBCC’s responded positively in feeding their children
1 CBO was temporarily closed due to poor response to our services
Inactive volunteers
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Matunkha Centre
AGRICULTURAL & ANIMAL PROGRAMS
Food Security
MDT introduced Agriculture Programs to support the communities in food security.
Matunkha would like to promote crop diversification, where it encourages the community to grow more cassava
and potatoes apart from maize, to reduce hunger and poverty to the household.
MDT provided cassava cuttings and potato veins to some CBOs to promote food security in its catchment area.
The program targeted the active vulnerable households and other interested farmers.
Poultry Production
MDT also promotes poultry production under livestock production. MDT supported 20 households with 200 black
(Mikolongwe chickens) who will later pass on to the next beneficiaries. Each household received 10 chickens. The
beneficiaries were from Lunyina, Luparamizi, Buwira, Kalaza and Rukuru CBOs
Community Animal Health Workers
MDT also promotes livestock production and supported the Community Animal Health Workers in livestock
management.
Activity

Results

Community Animal Health Workers
Sensitisation on animal diseases & treatments
Food Diversification Support
Poultry Production
Tree Planting

Activity

10 (8 are active)
424
200 (20 farmers
250

# Livestock treated

Castration
Deworming
Vaccination
Injection/Treatment
Wounds treated
Hoof Trimming

Success
Challenge

2018

449
3,221
4,599
735
265
115

Food Diversification Program is doing well, especially with Cassava
A lot of the chickens died due tot the Chicken Pox outbreak
Inadequate funds to carry out more Agricultural Programs
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Matunkha Centre
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
TENTHERE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Tenthere Primary School is a public school which offers free primary education following Government
Curriculum. Its main object is to give basic and quality education to orphans and other vulnerable children with
emphasis on first education.
Activity

Results

Children at school
Number of classes
Average class size
Number of teachers
Number of pupils supported with uniform & materials
In Standard 8
General Pass
Selected for Secondary School

Success
Challenge

2018

285
8
36
9 – 13
41
100%
60%

From September: no absenteeism as well as no drop-outs due to our FreeLunch program
Extended time for learners in class
Biggest part of the year insufficient sanitation capacity
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Matunkha Centre
SECONDARY SCHOLARSHIP FUND (SSF)
The program was introduced to assist Orphans and other Vulnerable Children (OVC) who are selected to various
secondary school and they are unable to pay for schoolfees.
Apart from schoolfees, supported students are invited to attend Students Retreat every year at Matunkha centre
which is done in intervals, targeting forms two and four during the term holiday and forms one and three during
third term. During the retreat students are taught Spiritual Guide, Career Guidance, HIV Prevention. HIV testing is
done to interested students, since we have HIV Testing Services at the Centre.
Information

Results

Number of students
Number of schools
Also supported with materials
3-Day retreat (form 2 & 4)

Success
Challenge

2018

71
11
4
23

No big problems with students or losses due to pregnancies
To create a bond with the students, as they are al at their respective schools
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Matunkha Centre
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
MDT Intruced the program to give school leavers on SSF program vocation skills for self reliance. The program
started in April 2016 with students in grade three.
Three trades were introduced:
•
Motor Vehicle Mechanics
•
Electrical Installation
•
Carpentry and Joinery
In 2018, the program was going to start with a new Grade 3 (the basic grade) Program, when suddenly news
came out that that all Grade 3 exams in November were going to be cancelled due to reorganisation and merging
of the 2 Examination Organisations. Our Educational Coordinator had to attend several meetings in Lilongwe
(spending funds from a program that was not running!!) to find out what the actual situation was and how we
were going to deal with that. In the end, we only run a limited Vocational Training Program with 3 students in
Grade 2 for Motor Vehicle Mechanics and 1 in Electrical Engineering.
The original program is supposed to start up again in March/April 2019.
Trade
Motor Vehicle Mechanics
Electrical Installation
Carpentry & Joinery

Instructors MVM

Instructors Electrical Engineering

Instructors Carpentry and Joinery

Success
Challenge

2018

Supported Students

Students paying fees

1
0
0

2
1
0

2
(both were assisting the Centre in other
activities)
2
(both were assisting the Centre more or less
full time in other activities)
2
(both were assisting the Centre full time in
other activities)

Some students received training
Government hindering the whole program by introducing new institutions for examinations before they
were ready to do so
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Matunkha Centre
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
The department’s mandate is to carry out any construction and maintenance work at the Centre, also to monitor
and maintain the Mbiriwisi water system, take care of the security of the Centre and the maintenance and usage
of the cars & motorbikes.
Activity

Results

Maintenance of Mbiriwisi Water System

Mbiriwisi Water System

Building school toilets
Improving the East gate
Thatching
Carpentry & electrical

Landscaping
New Car- and Motorbike Parking Area
Motorcycles

Moringa Garden

2018
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We fixed a number of galvanised pipes in vulnerable area’s. In this way
we reduced the breaking of pipes due to pressure and due to
misbehaving people, resulting in better water production.
Also we fixed all kinds of leakages and broken taps in a big project in
June/July.
As the water-flow from the river stopped already in August, we
extended the intake with a pipe from a newly build intake 3.1 km
upstream. The total pipe length we added is 2.2 km, resulting in water
for the most vulnerable communities, closest to the intake.
We introduced water meters on every communal tap in the system
resulting in improved availability of water (because everybody is
avoiding loosing water) and monthly income to secure the sustainability
of the system in the next years.
Six double toilets were build; three for girls and three for boys
This gate is the main route for pedestrians crossing through the centre.
It has been renewed, improving the security on the centre and helping
us to control the passing of people, especially during odd hours.
Many of our thatching infrastructures were leaking due to birds
removing grass and also due to rotting of the grass, mainly in valleys on
the roofs. Most of these problems were fixed.
Carpentry section has been working on various areas like: school desks
maintenance, toilet roofing and door shutters, play house for the
Hospital, etc.
On Electrical we worked at houses maintenance, changing underground
lines and installing a generator house.
This department has been working on slashing, pruning trees also
around power lines, maintaining the roads and assisting in construction
whenever needed.
We constructed a new area for covered parking of our cars and
motorbikes, reducing the parking overload at the garage.
Due to high cost in maintenance of our old motorbikes, the centre
decided to replace them all for new ones, of the T-Better type. All
identical. The old motorbikes were sold to staff, enabling them to
improve their transport abilities. The running and maintenance cost has
been reduced by 80%
The Moringa Garden had a problem of irrigation water during the dry
season because the old fishpond continued to leak. We worked on that,
but are still experiencing leakages.
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Matunkha Centre
SUMMARY OF FUNDED PROJECTS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Matunkha Development Trust would like to thank the following organizations and individuals for the financial
support. Matunkha Centre couldn’t be as it is without your support:
Organisation
Stichting Matunkha Nl

ELMA Foundation South Africa

Watu Washibana

FreeLunch
Buurtzorg/Maja Fonds
SBB
Arbor Hospice
DIO
VVG Ede
Vrouwen voor Vrouwen
Handelsonderneming Metaalbewerking B.V.
Nanninga Run Winschoten

2018
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Supported program(s)
Community health
HIV Testing and counselling
Moringa Garden
Community Based management
Orphan care
Water and sanitation
Emergency Relief
Staff salaries
Administration Cost
Staff development (Studies for Davey Tengani)
Centre Facilities Maintenance & Management
Capacity building in ECD management
School feeding
CBCC maintenance and construction
Secondary School fees
Transport
Tenthere Primary School
Personnel (teachers)
School stationary
Vocational Training Program
Lunch program for Tenthere Primary School
Palliative Home Based Care
Disabled Children Support
Palliative Care days
Capacity building on Animal Health
Christmas Parcels for staff and volunteers
Young Women Education Vocational Program
New motorbike
Five new motorbikes
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Matunkha Centre
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS


Successes














Challenges







Recommendations
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GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Good cooperation with other partners (Rumphi District Hospital, Social welfare Office, District
Agriculture Office, District Youth Office PDCAM and MANAD) in carrying out various programs
like PHBC, Youth, OVC , Education and Agriculture
More patients and other vulnerable groups receive various support through different programs
as tabulated in some areas of this report
CBO’s like Lunyina, Kanyere, Lumemo, Chiwowola, Chozoli , Kalaza and Rukuru have done well
in in most of the programs. Chozoli has done better on PHBC through one volunteer who
managed to cover the whole CBO in reporting and visiting patients with or without the nurse
Reduced number of orphans since most patients on manages ART accordingly
Mr. Davey Tengani (former Director) is being supported to upgrade his studies at the University
in Blantyre.
The school feeding program supported by both Matunkha Foundation and ELMA has boosted
the school attendance and performance in targeted schools.
Cases of malnutrition in CBCC centres have reduced due to Likuni Phala feeding program.
CBCC centres facilitated by Matunkha Centre are scoring high at district level in terms of good
management of the centres due to motivation factors rendered to both schools and teachers.
Matunkha Centre is the only local organization which has high number of employees hence
provide employment opportunity to a large number within the catchment area
We managed to improve the Mbiriwisi Water System by installing Water Meters and extended
the intake upt to the Nyika border to secure water supply to the communities
Tenthere Primary school of Matunkha Centre is regarded as a model school in the district due
to its management style and performance
Inactive volunteers delay the identification process of vulnerable orphans, other vulnerable
children and patients.
Some local leaders do not own the programs, which promote volunteers to be more passive.
Climate change contributed to low crop production in most of school gardens which we
supported with farm in puts
The water supply van the Mbiriwisi river dropped to zero already in August, causing lots of
challenges for affected households
The prolonged maintenance on pickup LA 2279 has negatively affected the implementation of
other activities.
Bad condition of the roads continues to negatively affect the effective provision of transport to
program implementers
Sensitize the community to practice crop diversification which may assist in times of droughts
Updating the responsible sponsors the right time for money transferring.
Keep on sensitizing the community ways of retaining potato veins for the next growing season
Matunkha Centre through OVC office will establish strong link with involved school by asking
for teacher representative on SSF issues.
Each school should have student representative for easy communication.
The OVC officer will enhance student monitoring in all schools with SSF beneficiaries
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Matunkha Centre
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
This department was created after we experienced the difficulties in generating commercial money in Malawi.
The purpose of the department is to try to create employment and/or working experience, while serving the
communities around the Matunkha Centre with certain services and/or products. These activities cannot cost
money, although an investment might be necessary. In 2018 we had the following activities:

VOLUNTEERS FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
st

The IGA department was closed per January 1 2016 and the facilities were since then occupied only by
volunteers on cost price basis.
That worked also very well in 2018: we had little problems and because we received more volunteers and
family/friends than expected and we had some staff of Tropha staying with us, we were even able to have a small
profit, which we for sure needed to maintain the facilities and support the Centre in other areas. The Dutch
volunteers contributed significantly, both to the atmosphere on the Centre and to the work of the Community
Department:
 Jillis Slingerland and Maarten Biersteker are 2 Nursing students who did an attachment in our Health
department
 Leoni Selles and Kim Anthonijs came as part of an interim-study-year in Holland. They assisted in
Children’s Corner Programs
 Christopher & Nynke Vet assisted respectively in the improvement of the management of the Pig Farm
and the medical diagnostics abilities in the Palliative Home Based Care Program


Nico & Inge Dernison assisted for 4 months at the Centre.
Nico really pushed the Mbiriwisi Water Management to the next level, by mapping the taps and
problems, initiating the installation of Water Meters, mapping the Protected Area together with the
chiefs and the Agricultural Department. He also did some practical research in finding water elsewhere
and checked the water quality in several areas. Nico also engineered a new stove for the School kitchen
which can use maize and tobacco stems instead of (hard) firewood. Finally he engineered a waste
burning system that operates under very high temperature, thus reducing the hazardous waste fumes.
Inge improved the health care for handicapped children in the Palliative Care department. She visited all
the children, gave practical advice to the caretakers and assisted in practical supplies to reduce hands-on
problems (diapers for instance).




Liesbeth van der Zwan and Jisca Vellekoop supported in Children’s Corner activities
Ruud & Marieke Rouvoet started a donor program to help improving the Vocational Training facilities in
2019
Sanne Huiting and Inger Ventering assisted in all kinds of hands-on activities in the Palliative Care
department.
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Matunkha Centre
PIG FARMING
Matunkha Centre has had an animal department since 2000. In 2010 a specific animal farm was built for that
purpose on the far North-West side of the Centre with support from DIO-Holland. In 2016 it was found that the
farm served no purpose anymore, as all the example-farming options were exhausted. As a result, all the animals
were sold: donkeys, cows and goats. Management decided to dedicate the farm area to Pig Farming solely, with
the aim to generate employment (1 ¼ FTE) and maybe have some profit.
From the start, it has been proven difficult to generate a profit. The market for piglets in Rumphi is small and our
competition is people having pigs next to their house, with no expenses for salaries, proper food, medication and
housing. In 2017 we had some losses, also because we started with 7 young sows, which have started delivering
later in the year.
Early 2018 we received Christopher Vet from Holland who has a degree in Animal Management. He did a small
research and wrote some observations and suggestions, but the farm has throughout 2018 proven to be a
problem in profit making. Management has therefor decided to stop the activities early 2019 by slaughtering the
pigs in phases for meat, as that will yield a better proceed than selling the pigs.

DRIVING SCHOOL
In 2016 many employees had their motor driving license expired, so the demand on transport through cars was
rising. And with that, the expenses.
Management agreed that 6 employees needed to be able to drive a motorbike to reduce expenses. Because of
the high costs involved in getting a driving license, Management agreed to find out how much it would cost to
start a Matunkha Driving School, not only to support our own demand, but also to assist the people in North
Malawi, because there is no driving school north of Mzuzu.
It was discovered that it would take MK 280,000 to qualify as a driving school, but during the process that
appeared not to be the case. Officials from Road Traffic, Police and MRA added demand on demand and
procedure on procedure, causing us to invest MK 1,500,000 and numerous trips to Mzuzu and an uncountable
number of hours. But after 1,5 year, we succeeded in qualifying as a Driving School.
Our own staff got their driving license, but during 2017 nobody else came from outside Matunkha. Although over
20 commercial motorbikes are active in Rumphi, with only 2 having a driving license, nobody registered with our
driving school. Also Government employees without license failed to register with us.
In 2018 we had some meetings with Government Officials to enforce that drivers without a license get their
license with our driving school. All involved parties agreed, but nothing happened, so Management had to decide
st
to stop the Driving School as per December 31 2018 and take the substantial losses.
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Matunkha Centre
FINANCE DEPARTMENT
Matunkha is committed to full transparency about our sources of
funding and where that money is spent.
Upon completion, our full 2018 audited financial report will be
available on our website: www.matunkha.com
Our main donor was the Matunkha Foundation in the Netherlands
and we were very lucky for the South African charity ELMA to also
assist us in 2018 with a considerable contribution. Of course we
received other, specific labelled donations. We improved our
internal accounting and filing system further more.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
The total financial overview is:

2018 Unaudited Financials
Opening Balance
2018 Income
2018 Expenditures
Surplus to 2019

Total in MWK

Estimate in Euros

Estimate in US Dollars

MWK 8.935.498,48
MWK 130.317.837,79
MWK 137.904.064,55
MWK 1.349.271,72

10.580,13

12.329,68

154.303,65

179.819,61

163.286,17

190.287,49

1.597,61

1.861,80

*2018 avg. Exchange Rate

*2018 avg. Exchange Rate

845

725

DONATIONS AND INCOME
The main donor for the Matunkha Development Trust is The Matunkha Foundation in the Netherlands. The ELMA
Foundation in South Africa continued for another year with substantial contribution, making it possible to add all
kinds of Community Development Activities, based on the available resources of the Centre.
From PEPFAR, a fund managed by the US Embassy, a balance from 2017 was added to the budget, specifically
focussing on HIV prevention programs.

Donations & Local Income
Matunkha NL (monthly support)

44,1%

Matunkha NL (specific donations)

13,8%

ELMA Foundation

19,6%

FreeLunch for Children

4,6%

Business Development

9,4%

Local Income
Other small donors

7,9%
0,6%

0,0% 5,0% 10,0% 15,0% 20,0% 25,0% 30,0% 35,0% 40,0% 45,0% 50,0%
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Matunkha Centre
EXPENDITURE
The expenditure is according to this graph, whereas of course the division over the several donating parties is not
100% matching (between [brackets]), because several activities were carried out using funding from more
donors. Our expenditure per Activity / Department is like this:

Expenditure per Department/Activity
Community Development

[Matunkha/ELMA]

7%

Health Programs

[Matunkha/ELMA]

7%

Educational Programs

[Matunkha/ELMA]

HIV Prevention Programs

[PEPFAR/Matunkha]

Special Projects

[Matunkha]

29%
7%
3%

Business Development
Fleet

[Matunkha]

Centre Facilities

[Matunkha]

Finance & Administration

[Matunkha]

15%
11%
15%
7%
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

OVERHEAD
For a non-profit organisation like the Matunkha Development Trust, the overhead-percentage is a vital figure,
giving the donors and well-wishers a better understanding on the efficiency of the organisation with its
resources. By nature, the Matunkha Centre has a substantial part of the running expenses in overhead, because
of the big physical area the Centre is covering and the
buildings and other materials that need maintenance
Expenditure Overhead versus
and improvement.

Production

In 2015 our overhead was 28.2 %.
We reduced this for 2016 to 24.6%.
In 2017 the percentage was 18.9%.
And for this year it was 20.3%.

Overhead &
Administration
Development
projects &
Activities
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Matunkha Centre
GENEROSITY & SUPPORT
The following organizations and individuals allowed Matunkha to carry out its mission in 2018:
Financial Contributions
STICHTING MATUNKHA NEDERLAND | ELMA FOUNDATION | WATU WASHIBANA |ARBOR HOSPICE |VROUWEN VOOR VROUWEN |
BUURTZORG/MAJA FONDS |SBB |DIO |HANDELSONDERNEMING METAALBEWERKING B.V. |NANNINGA RUN WINSCHOTEN
International Volunteer Contributions
JILLIS SLINGERLAND | MAARTEN BIERSTEKER | KIM ANTHONIJS | LEONI SELLES | CHRISTOPH & NYNKE VET | NICO & INGE
DERNISON| LIESBETH VAN DE ZWAN | JISCA VELLEKOOP | RUUD & MARIEKE ROUVOET | SANNE HUITING | INGER VENTERINK |
International Visitors
FRANS & ANITA | ALAN LAVEROCK | FRANK & WILMY | WIM & RICHARD| BERT & MATHILDE | ANDRÉ & INEKE | JAN & CORA |
GROUPS TONY | COR & JOKE | BERT & ERIKA | GINEKE | JOSHUA & DORESSA | HENNY & JANNY
A thank to our 2018 Board of Directors for their dedication to Matunkha Development Trust’s mission
PRINCIPLE CHIEF KAYIWALE (CHAIR) | PARAMOUNT CHIEF CHIKULAMAYEMBE ( † 29 NOVEMBER 2018 ) | MR. CHINULA | MRS.
CHIRAMBO | DR. GONDWE | MR. KANYENDA | MRS. MSISKA

Matunkha Centre Staff Members:
YEREMIA CHAVULA | WIZA CHISI | WISDOM KACHALI | WINALD KAYANGE | WILLIS CHIPETA | WATSON MALANGA | WALINASE SICHINGA KAPONDA |
VERONICAH KUMWENDA | UCHIZI SHABA | TIEM SELLES | THOMAS MWABUWIRA | STEVEN MFUNE | STANWELL MBALE | SOLIUM NGAMBI | SILVIA
MKANDAWIRE | S KUMWENDA | RUFUS NYASULU | RICHARD SINGANO | RHODA BRIDGET MLENJI | REDMOND TEMBO | PRECIOUS KALUBA | PETER TENGANI |
PETER MANYALA | OLMS MWANDIRA | NICKSON MUNTHALI | NELLY KASISI | MWALA KAYANGE | MOSES CHIRAMBO | MOLLEY MHANGO | MISHECK
KUMWENDA | MAUREEN SICHINGA | MATANDALO GONDWE | MARTINE SINGSTON JERE | MARTHA NYIRENDA | MABVUTO CHATUMBWA | LINIENT CHIRAMBO |
LAMECK CHAVULA | KONDWANI MPONDA | KONDWANI MHANGO | JOSEPH NYAMALOPA | JOHN MABASO | JOEL MUNTHALI | ISAIAH CHIHANA | IRIS NGWIRA |
INEKE SELLES | HARVEY GONDWE | GRACE DAMSONIE | GOODSON CHAVULA | GLYNWELL MTUMBUKA | GIBSON KAIRA | FELIX MKANDAWIRE | EDWELL CHIONA |
EDDINGS LUHANGA | DELIWE MPONDA-GONDWE | CHRISTINA MHANGO-NYIRONGO | CHIMWEMWE MBALE | CHARLES NYIRENDA | CHARLES MKANDAWIRE |
CHARLES KAMANGA | BURTON NYONDO | BRIAN MKANDAWIRE | BERTHA NKHOSWE | AUGUSTINE LUHANGA | ANTHONY MUNTHALI | AMON KAYANGE | ALICK
MPHAVU GONDWE | ALICE MTONGA-CHUMBI
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